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“KEEP ME POSTED” EBA PREPARATIONS
CAMPAIGN UPDATE

Plans are progressing on the “Keep Me Posted”
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Australia Post to bring them on board and negotiations are
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EBA 8 expires at the end of this year (December 31st).
Negotiations will start well in advance of this date and we
are in preparation mode.
• Members details are being updated. Please contact
us to update your details (address, email, phone and
workplace) if they have changed in the past 12 months.
Organisers will be distributing a list for updated contacts
on workplace visits also.
• We have launched our Facebook page, which will assist
in providing information flow as events occur. Search
for CWU Postal Telecommunication Branch Victoria. Like
and share as widely as possible.
• Workplace committees will be established to assist in
preparing Victorian members log of claims, your local
delegate will be discussing this with you.
• Recruitment will be a key issue, Victoria has the highest
Union density in the country at over 80% in most places
but the closer to 100% density that we have, the better
the outcomes that will be delivered
We expect a number of attacks on your hard won and well
deserved rights and conditions and Members need to be
aware that we will be up for a big fight especially for penalty
rates if the current CEO is still around at negotiation time,
but we have traditionally led from the front in Victoria and
set the bar higher than otherwise would have been the
case. By standing together, we will do so again.

UPCOMING MEETINGS

Quarterly General Meeting
12noon on Saturday 2nd April
75 Melville road Brunswick west
BBQ will be provided

Injured Workers Meeting

16th April at 12pm
refreshments to be provided
75 Melville road Brunswick west, HSR’s,
Activists and delegates welcome
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The ACTU / ME Footy Tipping Competitions
are back for 2016!
Hey union footy tipsters! The FREE ACTU AFL & NRL
footy tipping competitions are happening again in 2016.
The NRL season begins on Thursday 3rd March and
the AFL kicks off on Thursday 24th March. There is a
total of $2000 in prizes up for grabs with the highest
tipster in each competition winning a $1,000 ME
EveryDayTransaction Account*.So union members make
sure you go to www.footytips.com.au to either register
as a new tipster or reactivate your footy tipping profile
from previous years and then click on the links below for
either comp. Handy tip: If you’re reactivating your tipping
profile remember to use your username NOT your email
address when logging in.
AFL Tipping Comp password is union
NRL Tipping Comp password is union
*Open to residents of Australia who are current financial
members of an ACTU affiliated union or, for retirees, who
were financial members as of the date of their retirement.
Entry is subject to website terms at www.footytips.com.
au/join/?ff=terms. Winners notified by email within 2
business days and published online at australianunions.
org.au/footy_tipping. Competition opens on 22/02/16
at 09:00 AEDT and closes on 06/09/16 at 23:59 AEST.
Winners will be the Eligible Entrants with the highest
number of points as determined at the Promoter’s
premises on 10/09/16 at 11:00 AEST. In the case of a
tie or unplayed match, the website terms will apply. The
Promoter is The Australian Council of Trade Unions (ABN
67 175 982 800) of Level 6/365 Queen Street Melbourne
VIC 3000. The winner of the ME EveryDay Transaction
Account (ETA) with a $1,000 deposit must open their
account within fourteen (14) days of first being notified or
provide details of their ETA if they already hold one. ME
will deposit the prize into the Account no later than thirty
(30) days after the Account has been opened. Before
opening an ETA, consider if this product is appropriate
for you. Fees, charges, terms and conditions apply. ME’s
normal account opening requirements apply, however
there is no fee to open the account. The prize is not
redeemable for cash. Members Equity Bank Limited,
Level 28, 360 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, Vic, 3000.
ABN 56 070 887 679. Authorised under:. NSW Permit No.
LTPS/16/01535
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Country mail madness

Previous to the changes on January 4th “Own to Own’
country mail was processed and delivered locally.
This meant that a letter for instance posted in Mildura
for delivery in Mildura would be separated after SPB
clearances and handed to the Postie for delivery. After
January 4th only Priority mail is being separated with
regular mail sent to Melbourne for sequencing and back
again. Australia Post confirmed this process at a recent
JCC.
For a letter posted in Mildura this would mean a round
trip of some 12 and a half hours and 1200km. The letter
would also be handled up to 13 times more than is
necessary, on and off trucks, on and off machines, to
and from storage areas and the back to Mildura again.
AP have stated that this is occurring all over Victoria with
staff instructed to send ALL non priority mail to Dandenong
for processing even if it originates and terminates in the
same country town.
This is pure madness and even if the letters come back
sequenced it would cost far more than the less than
half a second saving when a Postie is throwing off mail
not to mention the completely unnecessary delays to
country mail. Many hand written letters do not even return
sequenced!
Australia Post have stated that they are firmly behind
country mail services. Actions speak louder than
words and Australia Post can start by reversing this
madness and process ALL “own to own” mail locally.

COMPENSATION TRICKS

Australia Post are up to their old tricks again with accepted
compensation claims. Australia Post are seeking members
tax return details going back as far as 12 years! Members
who have done nothing more than engage in personal
hobbies that may have used minimal income to pay any
cost’s are now been treated as if they have Swiss bank
accounts with millions stashed.
The Union’s lawyers have written to Australia Post on the
issue and we are awaiting a response. Contact us if you
have received such as request
This is just another example of Australia Post seeking
the slightest reason to deny individuals existing claims.
The problem is that Australia Post self insure so they are
always on the lookout for technicalities that they can use
to remove income from members suffering an injury that
was often caused by AP work practices in the first place.
The mental health issues that this treatment of injured
workers causes can be more debilitating than the
original physical injury.
We are seeking members who can help out with the
establishment of an “Injured Workers Support group”
your Union will provide all the necessary resources for the
support group. Please contact us if you are able to assist.
Remember if you are injured at work to fill out an
incident report (P400) ASAP
And if you need medical treatment ALWAYS see your
own Doctor.
An Injured Workers Meeting will be held on Saturday,
March 20, 2016 at 1pm at the union office,
75 Melville Road,West Brunswick.
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Transport news
Hub amalgamations

COMMUNICATION

Preston and Somerton transport Hubs were moved to the
Thomastown site in Dunstan’s crt on the 25th January.
There were a number of issues at that site needed to be
addressed prior to the move.
Heating , Air conditioning , Air quality, thermal comfort,
amenities area and a Floor Traffic management plan. AP
seemed more interested in moving with undue haste rather
than have the issues resolved
Your union contacted Comcare to arrange an inspector to
conduct an investigation into the concerns raised . We are
still awaiting the Comcare report. We have just received
the air quality report
After the move there was a lot of confusion and disruption
to customers corporate , commercial and the network in
general.
Had Post taken time to properly understand such a big
move and not rushed into it and had all the new duties
properly allocated and timed then Corporate Post offices,
commercial customers and LPO”s
would have not been missed totally or picked up after
closing time. An attitude of “just move and sort the
problems out later approach” is a very poor Business
decision and shows a lack of an ability to strategically
plan. .
You would hope that after the disastrous move to
Thomastown any future amalgamations will involve all
stakeholders with genuine engagement and that AP
management actually open thier ears!
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Heavy Truck Groups

There are no major changes happening in the network
(Parcels /letters) as yet that will have an impact on any
duties.
Until Post consults with the Union regarding the future
network requirements Transport will continue to service it
customers as normal
Please advise your AUR”S, Health and Safety
representative of any safety concerns you have as they
needs to be reported also documented and handed to
your supervisor to have the issue dealt with with
Remember, your safety is paramount!
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MEDICARE MOVES

Recent reports have indicated that Australia Post have
approached the federal government with proposals
to take over Medicare payment systems. While on the
surface any extra work for retail outlets should be, in
theory welcome, there are numerous issues that we can
foresee,
• Are there plans to “Fatten up” various areas of Australia
Post to make Post a more attractive proposition for full
or part privatisation?
• We know Australia Post’s training systems, especially
in Retail, often leave a lot to be desired. How could we
be confident that a far greater level of training could be
delivered adequately?
• Australia Post have a recent history of contracting
out anything they can, what is to stop Australia Post
contracting out Medicare payments to a third party?
• How would Australia Post ensure that personal medical
data would not end up in the wrong hands?
• Australia Post backend systems are in serious need of
updating, how much would it cost to make the systems
“Medicare ready” and why recreate infrastructure if it
already exists within Medicare?
• How would Australia Post ensure the security and
wellbeing of staff who could potentially have to deal
with clients with addiction and/or mental health issues
and/or under severe financial strain.
• Expenses under Medicare are around 2% of overall
turnover where the Private funds are at around 12%.
Whether the payments system remains with Medicare
or Australia Post, it can be clearly seen that publicly
owned organisations prevent price gouging associated
with the private sector

LATE NEWS
Management at Port Melbourne business hub attempted
to ban drivers from having lunch break time (quiet time) in
their vans.
Your Union will always support member rights to have
a lunch break where they decide and this initial heavy
handed approach from Australia Post management is a
further indication of a culture that is in serious need of
reform
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Wodonga Posties
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TORQUAY VISIT

State Secretary Leroy Lazaro and
candidate for the Federal seat of
Corangamite Libby Coker met with
members outside Torquay Delivery
Centre recently.
Members expressed their concerns
about penalty rates and the plans to
remove them and that the general
direction in which Australia Post is
being taken, is causing alarm.
Members also urged Libby to support
the “Keep me Posted” Campaign
that seeks to promote consumer choice around how
communications are received with no penalty.
Libby stated that she is firmly behind the fight to retain
penalty rates and the restoration of a world class mail
service. The “Keep Me Posted” campaign also has Libby’s
full support.
State secretary Leroy Lazaro told members “Any moves
to remove hard won conditions such as penalty rates
will be met with resolute resistance by the Victorian
branch and it’s members”

SAFE RIDER
PROGRAM

Australia Post have announced that a trial of the “Safe
rider program” will be conducted in Mooroolbark Delivery
Centre in Melbourne’s outer east.
The National office of the CWU has given AP the green
light for trials nationally.
Staff briefings at sites will include facility AUR’s and HSR’s
•

Each Postie will be asked to complete a selfdeclaration indicating whether they are below 100kg or
if above their weight range ie 105-110kg

•

Over 100kg individuals will be case managed with
a range of options from issue of the new NBC110,
offset of mail, issue of new EAMB, financial help with
wellbeing programs such as gym fees etc

•

Following the trial, roll out will occur widely. we will
be closely examining trial data and how AP are
conducting themselves before any further rollout.

We will be working closely with your reps at Mooroolbark
to ensure that the program does not become another
opportunity for certain managers to target individuals.
The programs focus must be on both safety and people’s
wellbeing.
It must also be handled with great sensitivity. It is easy for
someone over 6 feet tall to approach 100kgs and AP need
to be aware that going to the gym can actually add to an
individuals weight.
We would appreciate any feedback on the program that
members have.

INTERNATIONAL SIGNATURES
BEAN COUNTERS GO BERSERK (AGAIN)
In yet another example of decision making by those with
no idea about our Postal service, Australia Post have been
forced to reinstate the collection of signatures for ALL
international items after certain ones were excluded and
scanners programmed to show that signatures were not
required.
Information to hand suggests that the decision was made
by a desk bound bean counter who was looking to save
money by shaving off a few seconds here and there from
Postie rounds.
Unfortunately said bean counter had not even given
Australia Post’s international obligations (Universal Postal
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Union (UPU) treaty is a UN agreement) a cursory glance
and if they had done they would be aware that ALL
signature items that come into Australia MUST have a
signature for receipt.
As soon as we became aware we reminded Australia
Post of their obligations under international treaties.
Software was reworked and the situation was reversed
quickly.
Instead of trying to take work away from Posties senior
management should be doing more to protect jobs and
return Australia Post to the world-class mail service it was
several years ago.
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Proposed rule changes
are anti democratic
Despite last years plebiscite where Communication
division members overwhelmingly rejected attempts
COMMUNICATION
to remove the independence of the Division, further
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attempts are been made to achieve that outcome by
stealth.
Rule changes are currently been circulated that will
remove member participation in the democratic
processes of your Union.
Currently any rule changes that effect Communication
division members have to be ratified by the Divisional
conference of the Communication division. The
Divisional conference has a number of delegates from
different states and is the only arena on a national level
that has direct input from on the job union members.
Unfortunately a number of union officials are
advocating that this democratic process should
be done away with and any National rule changes
effecting Postal and Telco workers would only have to
be passed by a handful of officials. The motives of
the officials who are advocating for the removal of
member participation are unknown at this stage
but it beggars belief that any Union official worth their
salt would push for the removal of members voting
powers.
Your branch believes there should be more input from
those who pay the wages of the official’s of the
Union and certainly not any less.
Potential changes to the National rules of the Union
do need to be considered but any moves should be
designed to increase Member control of your Union
and not remove it completely on a National level.

Recent CWU Delegate training courses.

Warrnambool Posties
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CONTRACTOR NEWS
REVERSING THE TIDE
Ahmed and the union have signed an Accord which
provides that there will be an ongoing review of existing
Mail Delivery Contracts through the National Delivery
Modelling Tool to identify additional internal employment
opportunities. Australia Post say that they ‘welcome
the Union’s ongoing involvement in this process.’ So far,
only a handful of contract postie jobs have been brought
back to corporate employment – one at Epping Delivery
Centre, and a few at both Hoppers Crossing and Narre
Warren DCs. There are 299 Street Mail Delivery contracts
according to Australia Post’s statistics.

had worked for 10 years in the industry and had only
received a payment of $1.25 per parcel even though he
provided a one-tonne van and had to pay all expenses
associated with delivery. No sick leave, carers’ leave,
Public holidays, recreation leave, workers compensation,
Long Service Leave or job security. This witness’ testimony
was so compelling that it elicited a shocked response from
the panel.

ROAD SAFETY REMUNERATION
TRIBUNAL

The union has identified many of these jobs that
should be brought back to corporate employment to
ensure that the posties involved are paid properly, get
paid Superannuation and are covered by Workers’
Compensation and have safe working conditions.

The union is considering an approach to the Road Safety
Remuneration Tribunal which can make remuneration
orders without having to determine the status of drivers as
employees or contractors. The RSRT can deal with Supply
Chain problems and involve Australia Post in paying fair
prices to head contractors.

We understand that these jobs are to be reviewed when
the contracts expire or if the current head contractor is
breaching their contract they can be given 90 days’ notice.

UNION VISITS TO PARCEL DELIVERY
CENTRES

There is also a commitment to look at employing the
current workers who are actually doing the work, although
there is a proviso ‘that Australia Post need their labour on
an ongoing basis.’

The union has been doing a round of visits to the various
PDCs. It was interesting to note that contractors at
Derrimut were mainly being paid a price of $1.30 per
parcel even though the head contractor provides the
van. Drivers in the other Centres are lagging behind with
payments as low as 95 cents in some cases although
$1.20 is becoming more common. The problem of
vulnerable overseas student labour obviously still exists.

VICTORIAN INQUIRY INTO INSECURE
WORK
The union made a written submission to this Victorian
Government Inquiry and was asked to attend a public
hearing.
Joan Doyle and a parcel driver member employed by one
of the large head contractors attended. Joan presented
a case-study of a parcel driver who is treated as a subcontractor although the union believes he should be
classified as an employee. The union has calculated that
he was underpaid $20,000 under the minimum wage in
a little over 15 months of employment. He was paid a
$1 per parcel until it was increased to $1.10. He started
work at 6 am usually while starting at 4.30am during peak
periods. He finishes when all his parcels for his areas
are delivered for the day. This can be as late as 7pm in
peak periods. He delivered between 56 and 429 parcels
per day with the average being 180 parcels per day. The
driver’s employment ended when his head contractor went
into liquidation just before Christmas. This meant that he
ended up delivering over 3,600 parcels for Australia Post
for no pay at all!
Our parcel driver member told the Inquiry about how he
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The union was also dismayed to find that some of the
corporate workers were being kept as agency and fixedterm employees for long periods of time. Management
have now taken steps to rectify this and have appointed
3 people as permanents at Thomastown and Wantirna
because of union intervention.
It seems that Australia Post have moderated their
approach to the next round of letting of contracts.
Instead of seeking out Super-Contractors, they intend
to amalgamate some contracts but are allowing head
contractors to form joint ventures. The union is hoping
that they will take a more considered approach to the reletting of contracts this June than was originally planned.

CRANBOURNE DELIVERY CENTRE
Management were getting ‘relief’ provided by the local
contractors here when Cranbourne DC was recently
short-staffed. The union took the matter to the Fair Work
Commission. Commissioner Roe issued a Statement
following a Conciliation:

COMMUNICATION WORKERS NEWS
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“1. The parties reaffirmed their commitment to Clause 7 of
the Agreement and Clause 7.9
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in particular. The Fair Work Commission noted that the
consultation with the union
concerning new proposals involving the use of contractors
is an important safeguard to
maximise the use of Australia Post employees in
accordance with Clause 7 and other
provisions of the Agreement. This should include
opportunities for part time
employees at other facilities who might be seeking
additional hours.
2. The parties agreed to consult further about staffing
arrangements at the Cranbourne
delivery centre to deal with the growing work demands in
that area. Australia Post
have undertaken a number of recent initiatives to deal with
this need.”
It was re-affirmed that if any employees of contractors
are engaged to perform corporate work that they need to
receive the same pay and conditions as corporate staff
– I.e. SPDO 2 wages with casual loading, Overtime Meal
Allowances and Divide Allowances if appropriate.

COLLECTING UNDER-PAYMENTS
The union has successfully collected underpayments for 3
employees of contractors recently. All matters have been
settled on a confidential basis. We are gradually improving
the pay and conditions in this sector of the postal industry
but it is a slow hard slog.

OZ TRADE & SERVICES PTY/LTD
The Federal Police charges against Baljit Singh and others
are being heard next in the Melbourne County Court on
Thursday, March 17, 2016.

DELIVERY NEWS –
TEAM LEADER PDC 2
CHANGES

There is a proposal to half the number of Team Leaders
and to change their classification from a PDC 1 to a PDC
2. This has been agreed to at a national union level and
has been implemented in NSW.
The new PDC 2’s are to look after between 20-28 workers,
to receive better training and to have a particular emphasis
on safety.
Negotiations have just started about the project’s
implementation in Victoria. There was a State Briefing on
2 February 2016, and there is to be a further meeting on
March 4. The union arranged a telephone conference to
report back to current and acting team leaders and shopstewards, and will continue holding these report-backs
until matters are resolved.
This project does not include PDC 1’s on Night-shift or
at Parcel Distribution Centres, and will not affect PDC 1
Admin’s or PDO Admin’s. We are concerned that it does
affect existing PDC 2 Operations staff and PDC 3’s.
There seems to be several differences in detail between
what was promised at an earlier national consultation and
proposals now being suggested at a State level.
The union believes that:
The structure applying at an individual DC should be
decided by the local National Delivery Modelling Tool
meeting. One size does not fit all. In many cases a
combination of PDC 1’s & PDC 2’s may suit the size and
staffing levels at a Delivery Centre.
The proposal needs to be implemented at a local level.
Management seem to be wanting to take a regional
approach and to have ‘pooled’ positions. The union wants
a local advertising, assessment and selection process not
a Network or regional process.
At a national level we were given assurances that PDC 1’s
who were not promoted would not be forced out of their
facilities or made to act against SPDO 2 or relief positions.
We are also seeking this assurance at a State level.
Members on the telephone conference were critical of the
fact that the first group of PDC2’s were to be promoted
to the third increment of a PDC 2’s pay-scale while
subsequent ones would be started on the first increment $3,203 per year difference.

Mt Waverley Posties
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Any Team leaders or Delivery supervisors that are
concerned about their job security should contact the
union. The most important thing to remember is not to
agree to a transfer by consent to a lower position. It is not
in a PDC 1’s interest to jeopardise their salary maintenance
which continues unless they refuse a reasonable
redeployment (traditionally a location within 30 kms or 30
minutes) to a position at the same level.
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PROCESSING NEWS
DLC

The 6.15am Shift has been expanded with voluntary
movements from other shifts. The seniority provisions will
apply. An 11am shift is to be created which will be a 15%
penalty shift.
We are in dispute with local management regarding
workers who have an existing injury and some form of
medical restrictions.

DECIPHA EBA

For the second EBA in a row at Decipha (a mail service
provider that is wholly owned by Australia Post) the
Victorian branch has secured an improved EBA.
The vast majority of Decipha employees are located in
Victoria and branch official Cindy Shelley, workplace
delegates Anthony Graham, Bambi Keep and organiser
Ray Gorman, ably assisted by Carol Gee senior Industrial
officer and Nicole Robinson Assistant National Secretary
at the National office, were able to improve pay and
conditions for Decipha members nationally again.

On a list of 50 workers ranked by seniority approx. 60%
have some form of injury. We have requested greater
rotation of tasks on the 11am shift to allow workers with
restrictions to be accommodated and to ensure that the
40% with no restrictions are not put further at risk.

• Pay increases of 3% per year for 3 years paid in
October (2015/2016 pay increase backdated to October
2015)

We will NOT be compromising on hard fought and won
seniority provisions at DLC

• Forklift allowance to be indexed to pay rises

MPF
Recent negotiations have seen the creation of another
10 Full time permanent positions by enforcing the EBA
provisions surrounding full time employment as the
preferred model.
Discussion surrounding shift alignments have been sought.
The transition period has been extended to April 2016 due
to ongoing issues with the new machinery.

• New transition to retirement clause
• 4am-6am 15% penalty rate expanded to 4am-8am
• Job seeker entitlement, a day off with pay to seek work
if made redundant
• Retention of all existing conditions and entitlements
Well done to all concerned on a good result that builds
upon the previous EBA. The Victorian branch will always
set the highest bar possible when it comes to negotiating
to protect and improve your pay and conditions and for
the second time in a row rank and file members were
directly involved in the negotiations.
Thanks again to workplace delegates Bambi Keep and
Anthony Graham who certainly kept the bosses honest
(as possible)

CONTACT NUMBERS FOR THE UNION
Office Numbers
Ph: 9600 9100
Country: 1800 222 609
Fax: 9600 9133
Email: office@cwuvic.asn.au
Branch President
Chris Punshon
Branch Secretary
Leroy Lazaro 0422 546 814
Transport & Country Mail Centres
Brendan Henley 0400 071 716
Dandenong Letters Centre
Melb Parcel & Melb Gateway
Leroy Lazaro 0422 546 814
Recruitment
Ann Kane 0407 515 841
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Retail & Shared Services / Customer Opps
Cindy Shelley 0407 334 397
Delivery
Joan Doyle 0419 345 134
Martin O’Nea 0408 208 363
Office Support
Tim Gaunt 0407 368 097
Sprintpak
Vida Bayani 0407 688 229
Authorised by Leroy Lazaro
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